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Features:
4 levels adjustable suction makes the blackhead remover vacuum 
suitable for different skin.
USB charging, easy, safe and convenient to use.
Helps remove the pores, blackheads, wrinkles on your face and keep 
your skin clean, making skin smooth to be rejuvenated.
Ergonomic design makes it be more easy and comfortable to hold.
4 changeable beauty heads: It can offer different functions and offer 
a deeper clean for your facial skin:
Small Round Hole Head*1: Remove blackhead, it has weaker suction, 
which is suitable for sensitive skin
Big Hole Head*2: It has stronger suction, which is suitable for 
stubborn blackhead
Oval Hole Head*1: Reduce micro wrinkle on the corner of eyes, 
making your skin smooth and tightened

Specification: 
Name: Blackhead remover
Material: ABS
Power Input: 5V-1A
Size: 6.94 * 1.38 inch
Charging method: USB charging
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Features:
- 5 Adjustable Suction Levels
Level 1: small suction, suitable for sensitive skin.
Level 2-3: strong suction to remove blackheads, oil and make-up 
residue.
Level 4-5: stronger sucking, to remove stubborn blackheads, acne, 
etc.
- 4 Replacement Beauty Head
Big round hole probe * 2 - using strong suction to massage, lift 
and stimulate micro-circulation and blood flow to tighten skin.
Oval round hole probe * 1 - Probe with micro pulling effect that 
smooths areas with fine lines including corners of eyes and 
mouths.
Small round hole probe * 1 - aims at blackheads and pimples to 
help unclog pores,suitable for sensitive skin.
- LCD Display
This blackhead remover designed with a LCD digital screen that 
you can easily notice the status of the suction level and power.
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Description:
1. Exfoliates the skin, cleanses and shrinks pores, reduces oily 
skin, and helps with peeling and pimples
2. Smooth skin, makes the skin younger
3. To promote the absorption of skin care products
4. The effect is very mild, so you can use it twice per day
5. It can be used in the bathroom
6. The bristles are extremely mild, the bristles are designed with 
non-porous surfaces, so the bacteria attaches easily and it's easy 
to clean. The brush head can be replaced once every three 
months.
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Hot and cold therapy
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Application: 
3 steps for home facial treatment:
Soft peel & cleansing:
 ultrasonic peeling facial with fast and deep pores cleansing 
effect.
Nutrition importing:
Apply moisturizing product- gel, conductive lotion, serum prior 
to treatment.
Stimulate skin cell and improve skin care product nutrition 
absorption.
Lifting : Recover the collagen tissue, rejuvenate and smooth the 
skin.
Great for facial lifting, improve skin complexion.

Deep clean

Nutrition importing
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• 5 seconds to skin analyze result
• Six Features:
• Accurate analyze result with dermis detect
• Personalized advice based on analyze result
• Record every anaylyze result for tracability
• Professional care information push
• Cloud access
• Share analyze result to social platform, keeping and increase user loyalty    
•   
•  For cosmetic brand, it can test for customers, keep notes for tracking 

service, and also give customers' advice for using relative products.
• *Button cell                                                                                                    
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3 in1 Rechargeable Electric Lady Shaver for Hair 
Removal with Facial Cleansing Brush
Rechargeable lady beauty 4 in 1 set
Beautiful and streamlined shape
Red light will flash when charging. 
The battery will stop flashing after it's full.
IPX7 waterproof
3 attachment heads
1*3 IN 1 Blade
1*Vibration facial cleansing brush
1*Precise shaving blade

Input: AC 100-240V~50H/60Hz
Output: 4.5V DC 100mA
Accessories includes
1*brush
1*adapter




